We have proposed a theory in I of high energy multiple production phenomena formulated as a stochastic field theory modification of multiperipheral dynamics. In this paper we study the characteristic new features expected for Regge intercepts, compared to conventional multiperipheral models. The intercepts are calculated from a generating functional, as in A-T.
We consider production amplitudes for n secondary hadrons with rapidities y., impact-parameters b., and internal quantum-numbers where we have defined V by
The limits of y integrations in the above expressions are y = ±Y/2; the t> integrals are cut off by JG| . Following I, we will as stun e V can be divided into V r V , where V is short range in rapidity, and V is L S 5 L> small in magnitude compared to unity, but long range in rapidity (dominated by Regge cuts) and of only one sign (presumably positive). Then we can esrpress F as a functional integral over F , the short-range-only ensemble generating functional, defined as is F but with no V : where the summation runs over the leading poles (at a given %), with
The one-dimensional parametrization, long-range in rapidity, adopted in I for V can be generalized to include b. If we assume an exponential decrease in \b \,
4-it.
where 1c = (k^.Tc^) is Fourier conjugate to r = (y,$\. We assume here that V L* r r r 2* de P ends onl y on r = ?j -r , and also does not depend upon the internal quantum numbers v., as appropriate for a leading-singularity where we will take <r = 1/2 as in I; and We wish to investigate here the relation between the intercepts and residues of the short-range-only ensemble, defined by (5) , and the final output intercepts and residues calculated from (8) .
For this purpose it is sufficient to ignore the impact parameter variables and consider a one-dimensional system-Then we seek to evaluate tiie behavior, as Y -* 00 , of the multiplicity generating function given by (8) with»> as in (9) without the (n,0) term, and}, as in (10) Note the residues of the output poles aws obtained, *in this approximation.
0N
by evaluating the short-range 3 a t (z.. e ,. .., z e * ). When a is taken from a "hard-core" (Chew-Snider-Dash-.°3
Van der Waals ) short-range model, with short-range correlations arising only from kinematic (t . ) effects, we obtain from (14) exactly the mm Van der Waals mixture theory studied (at criticality) by Thomas , a very successful description (with essentially no free parameters) of high energy multiplicity distributions.
Corrections to the saddle-point Q'S can be computed by expanding We have written t = 0 -0 for each m; to 4th order in t|;.
•where the trace operation refers to the matrix indices on C_.
For small \, the correction to the mean-field result for the intercept from F will be of order \, unless <£ is in the vicinity of criticaiity, where p. nearly cancels C y We will term (19) the ''quadratic" approximation to F • A cutoff on the k integral in (19) is implied , as in (7).
We discuss the shift in trajectory-intercepts, first according of the short-rar^s system alone. As we increase |V T |,
•j." decreases, and the output intercepts become larger, as determined by <p frcm '14) and a from (13). We may call this a "'promotion 1 ' oi the short-range poles.
(2). For nonzero V. we encounter also a second phenomenon;
Li
(11) will have nor.-constant solutions which generate secondary (i. e. nonleading) saddle points a in (13). There will be usually an infinite number of these, forming a rich spectrum of secondary poles, not present in the short-range ensemble. V'e will call this a proliferation of the high-Lying ooles. With u -Z and small X, this is seen explicitly in the similar model calculation of Scalapino and Sugar. .
(3). At very large Y, the long range fluctuations will become
important, and as in critical phenomena, the true asymptotic behavior associated with the leading intercept will be corrected, compared to the mean-field approximation (14), by a substantial amount. It is only at this stage that the Froissait bound is relevant. We expect generally that this final correction is negative, a downward shift in fi. This can be cctiled a rei-ormalization of the leading intercept.
Thus we expect the effective intercept (at Fl^AL-ISR energies and below) is above unity, but for Y -* •» only a singularity exactly at unity can appear, with logarithmic corrections.
All three phenomena rely quantitatively on the functional dependence a (z) of the short-range ensemble. Thus, the amount of promotion, the characteristics of proliferation, and the final renarmalization, will all depend on the quantum numbers of the short-range poles, through the "conventional" MPM dynamics. These dependences maybe seen.
for example, in the prototype J-polj MPM, discussed by Pinsky and 
Thus, we see the net promotion of the leading pole decreases as N increases indefinitely. This suggests a reason for limited numbers of internal degrees of freedom in a bootstrap theory; but we will not go into that subject here.
If we wish to now to consider (for comparison of shifts) a quantumnumber exchange trajectory, v/e mast introduce dynamics which depend on the quantum numbers; this introduces a third feature, indicating a possibility of a greater shift for vacuum poles than nonvacuum poles.
Consider the relative shifts expected for charge-symmetric vs. 
Note all three components of 0 contribute to the upward shift of a , while only one (0 ) contributes to the shift of a 1 '. Thus, even without a detailed estimate, we expect a' will be promoted more than a .
The magnitudes ofp, are determined by 2z z B2
There can be, then, depending on the relative values of-A, B^ and'C, a much larger shift upward in the symmetric channel than in the antisymmetric channel. Thus we see a reasonable mechanism exists for promoting the Pomeron up past unity, while leaving the p trajectory well below unity.
Exchange-degeneracy between output poles can only be achieved through the proliferation mechanism. A secondary pole (f) in the Pomeron sector can be degenerate with the leading singularity (p) in the antisymmetric sector. However, as the promotion mechanism depends on the same parameters as the proliferation mechanism, such a "conspiracy" need not be accidental.
Further quantitative study of this point will require obtaining nonconstant solutions to equations (11). In the simplefst model (CP)
we are to study the spectrum of:
If this equation has an infinite spectrum of nonconstant solutions, we can associate them with dynamically generated secondary poles. The apparent violations of exchange degeneracy in moderate energy 2-body collisions will be studied in this way.
